
The GRP certification provides you with a foundation of knowledge in remuneration and helps

professionals to excel around the globe. It＇s the highly recognized rewards qualification and

communicates to employers and colleagues that you have the skills and training needed to

design strategically sound reward programs that support organizational needs.

Continuous Learning
The learning continues. As you build your knowledge you’ll be able to see the potential
for your own growth on a day-to-day basis. This will allow you to have an immediate
and noticeable impact within your organization.

Global Expertise
You’ll not only understand the effect of globalization, but also the regional influences on
the design and delivery of reward programs.

Competitive Advantage
Many professionals become the go-to resource for planning and development beyond
their own department walls – and become a larger influence on business strategies.

Career Advancement
The GRP experience will expand your horizons as you learn from others. You will
become a highly-desired candidate, a more well-rounded employee and invaluable
team member.

Become a Global Remuneration Professional® (GRP®)

Strengthen your skills, broaden your reach.
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Group A 

GR1   Total Rewards Management 

C3E  Quantitative Principles in Compensation Management  

GR3  Job Analysis, Documentation and Evaluation  

GR4  Base Pay Administration and Pay for Performance

GR6  Variable Pay – Improving Performance with Variable Pay

C8     Business Acumen for Compensation Professionals 

GR9  Strategic Communication in Total Rewards  

GR17 Market Pricing  – Conducting a Competitive Pay Analysis 

Group B 

GR7  International Remuneration – An Overview of Global Rewards

T7     International Financial Reporting Standards for Compensation 
     Professionals

Global Remuneration Professional (GRP®)
The GRP designation signifies the knowledge and ability to integrate global rewards programmes 
with business strategy. Those who hold this certification understand the impact of globalisation 
and regional influences on the design and delivery of global rewards programmes, successfully 

design and administer base and variable pay programmes and e�ectively communicate global rewards
information to management and sta�.

Remarks:

To complete for the GRP Certification, participant must pass all modules listed in Group A and 

Lunch is not included

 

 
Group B 

 Completion of Group A modules can also be used towards the completion of the CCP
Certification

 Group B modules are only applicable for completion towards the GRP Certification
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Total Rewards Management
Certification Exam T1/GR1

Learn what is required to formulate a rewards programme that has the power to attract,

 motivate and retain. You will be introduced to the total rewards model and each of its 
 

Emphasis is given to the five elements of total rewards: compensation, benefits, work-life, 
performance and recognition, and development and career opportunities.

● Gain an understanding of total rewards management.

● Discover the five elements of total rewards.

●

business strategy and human resources strategy.

● Learn the process of designing a successful total rewards strategy.

components.

What You Will Learn

● The evolution of rewards
● The total rewards model

The Total Rewards Approach 

● The total rewards strategy

Compensation

● Elements of compensation
● Building a job worth hierarchy
●

● Types of base pay 
● Types of pay adjustments
● Variable pay

Benefits

● Elements of benefits
● Factors influencing benefits
● Income protection programmes
●

Work-Life

● The work-life professional
● The work-life portfolio

● Performance management
● Performance management process

phases
● Phases 1 through 4
● Recognition programme

Development and 

● Conduct annual development and
career opportunities discussion

● Learning opportunities
● Types of development and career

opportunities

Total Rewards — 

●

●

● The total rewards strategy
●

● Total rewards design considerations

Pay for time not worked programmes

s
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Master HR statistics with Excel. This course focuses on general quantitative concepts, basic statistical 
tools and the mathematics of compensation design and administration. You will learn to how to 
consider data from numerous sources with an emphasis on problem solving and decision making.

●

● Examine how to define and compare percents, market index and compa-ratios.

● Study the time value of money — including compound interest and the compound
salary growth rate.

● Find out how to collect, analyse and accurately display statistical data.
●

●

●

Quantitative Principles in Compensation 
Management Certification Exam C3E

What You Will Learn

● Why collect and use data
● Five key questions to ask about the

variable of interest
● Levels of measurement

● Percents
● Compa-ratio (individual and department)
● Market index
●

● Developing salary ranges 

Time Value of Money

● Present and future value
● Compound interest and compound

salary growth rate
● Constant midpoint progression
● Annuity payments

Grouping and Displaying Data

● Populations and samples
● Frequency distributions

Statistics — Lying with Statistics, 

● Recognising distorted data
● Avoiding mistakes that distort data

Central Tendency 

● Measures of central tendency
● Measures of location
● Percentile bar

Measures of Variability

● Measures of variability
● Z-scores

● Interpreting distributions
● Normal distribution

Regression Analysis

● Regression models in a compensation
environment

● Developing a regression model
● Cautions in the interpretation of

correlations
● Multiple regression

s
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Examine the methods and processes that support job analysis, job documentation and job 

evaluation including quantitative and market-based approaches. Exercises help you see 
how the methods outlined in the course can be put into practice in your organisation.

● Review strategic concepts associated with job analysis, documentation and evaluation.

● Learn how to approach job analysis planning and implementation.

● Discuss job documentation and the necessary components and format for job descriptions.

● Examine market-based and content-based job evaluations with a focus on quantitative and
non-quantitative approaches.

Classification method●

What You Will Learn

Strategic Overview

● The total rewards model
● Building a base pay structure
● Terms and definitions

Job Analysis

● Job analysis
● Sources of job information
● Job analysis communication
● Possible sources of error

Job Documentation

● Types of job documentation
● Job descriptions
● Job description format
● Job description preparation

● Market-based job evaluation
● Considerations in data collection

Non-quantitative Job

● Job content evaluation methods
● Ranking method

Quantitative Job Evaluation 
Methods

● Job content evaluation methods
● Compensable factors
● Job component method
● Point factor method
● Quantitative plan summary

Selection and Implementation 
Issues

● Selecting a job evaluation strategy
● Implementation issues

Job Analysis, Documentation and Evaluation
Certification Exam C2/GR3
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Learn how to design a pay programme that is fair, competitive and supports your organisation’s 
compensation strategy. This course provides an in-depth discussion of the principles, design, 
implementation and evaluation of an employee base pay programme.

● Identify the relationship between an employee total rewards programme and
an organisation’s business strategy.

● Discuss the design of base pay programmes and necessary considerations.

● Discover what it takes to implement and deliver base pay.

● Examine pay for performance merit pay systems including development, utilisation and costing.

●

●

Base Pay Administration and Pay for 
Performance Certification Exam C4/GR4

me

www.hkihrm.org

What You Will Learn

Rewards

● The total rewards model
● The total rewards design process
● Introduction to base pay
● Job evaluation methods
● Job worth hierarchy

● Building a base pay structure
● Pay structure design  and

considerations
● Broadbands

Practical Applications of Base Pay 
Structure Design

● Exercise 1 — Market pricing approach
● Exercise 2 — Point factor approach
● Exercise 3 — Integrating market data

into point factor

Base Pay Implementation 

● Pay approaches
● Job-based pay
●

● Pay actions
●Communicating pay actions

New hire rates

Pay for Performance and 

● Pay for performance
● Compensation strategy and philosophy
● Principles of merit pay programmes
● The base pay investment
● Merit increase guidelines
● Components of market-based

Administering and Evaluating Base 

● Monitoring pay levels
● Compression
● Maintaining pay structures
● Base pay programme review and audit

Mergers, Acquisitions and 

● HR involvement
● Key priorities for HR in the process
● HR participation on teams
● Integrating compensation plans
● Communicating compensation changes

me

●

Strengthen your skills, 
broaden your reach.
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Understand the fundamentals of variable pay and how it can support your organisation’s business 
objectives. The course focuses on compensation strategy and variable pay, definitions and the 
design and implementation of incentive, recognition and bonus plans.

● Learn about the three categories of variable pay.

● Identify common business strategies and objectives for achieving them.

● Examine internal and external factors.

● Discuss the activities for designing the structure of the plan.

●

● Learn about funding and distribution of plan earnings.

● Discover how to implement, communicate and evaluate the success of your plan.

Variable Pay — Improving Performance 
with Variable Pay Certification Exam C12/GR6

What You Will Learn

Total Rewards and Variable Pay

● Elements of compensation
● Categories of variable pay

Supporting Business Objectives 
through Variable Pay

● Business strategy
● Business strategy drives business

objectives
● Business lifecycle
● Variable pay helps achieve business

objectives

Types of Variable Pay

● Incentive plans
● Bonus plans
● Recognition plans

Developing a Variable Pay Plan — 
Phases 1 and 2

● Phase 1: Pre-design
● Phase 2: Design

Developing a Variable Pay Plan — 
Phase 3

● Phase 3: Funding and distribution
● Final approval

● Plan implementation
● Selecting the implementation team
● Developing the communication plan
● Introducing the plan
● Coordinating plan administration

Plan Evaluation

●

● Why plans fail
● Potential evaluation outcomes

www.hkihrm.org
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Professionals 
Business Acumen for Compensation 

Certification Exam C8

Go beyond the technical aspects of your job. This course teaches the essential skills, behaviours and 
actions that support the understanding and development of business acumen. You will learn how 
to see the big picture, understand finance concepts, recognise the important relationship between 

compensation plans and the bottom line.

● Learn what it takes to apply key business acumen skills and behaviours.

● Understand, evaluate and articulate the relationship between compensation and business outcomes.

● Grasp essential financial concepts.

● Know how your business works and recognise the relationship between the compensation plan and
the bottom line.

● Strengthen communication skills.

What You Will Learn

● Business acumen skills and behaviours
and key competencies

● Importance of business acumen to
organisations and individuals

● The Global Rewards Framework
● Role of the compensation professional

 Business Works

● Competitive strategies and market
position

● Allowances
● Business life cycle

● Basics of financial reports
● Common profit measures
● Common metrics

● Key performance indicators
● The organisation’s bottom line and its

impact on compensation
● Common tools and approaches for

evaluation

Communication 
● Building a knowledge network
● Identifying resources and where data

comes from
● Importance of fact-based communication
● Engaging and contributing to

discussions with non-compensation
colleagues

 Business Acumen
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What You Will Learn

● Total rewards concepts and components
● Value and purpose of strategic total

rewards communication
●

● Management’s role in communication

Communication Fundamentals

● Fundamentals of communication
●

communication 
● The strategic communication process

The Strategic Communication 
Process: Steps 1-4

● Step 1 — Analyse the situation
● Step 2 — Define the objectives
● Step 3 — Conduct audience research
● Step 4 — Determine key messages
● Case study

The Strategic Communication 
Process: Steps 5-6

● Step 5 — Select the communication
channel 

● Step 6 — Develop the communications
campaign

The Strategic Communication 
Process: Steps 7-8

● Step 7 Step 8 — Evaluation
● Case study
● Managing the communication campaign

Total Rewards Communication 
and Special Situations

● Total rewards communication
● Total rewards statements
● Special situations
●

Gain an introduction to strategic communication with focus on total rewards communication.  
This course begins by establishing the purpose and value of strategic communication along with 
discussion on how behaviours can be influenced by communications. You will learn an eight-step 

Review of specific communications related to each of the total rewards elements is highlighted and 
suggestions for communicating special situations, such as a merger or acquisition, are provided. 

● Learn the rationale for strategically planning a communication campaign.
●

●

●

● Review specific total rewards communications considerations and special situations.

●

Strategic Communication in Total Rewards
Certification Exam T4/GR9

www.hkihrm.org
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market value. This course teaches the skills needed to market price benchmark jobs and slot 
non-benchmark jobs into a salary structure for your organisation. You will learn a consistent 
methodology for conducting a competitive pay analysis and ensure that it meets your organisation’s 
hiring and retention goals. 

● Review common compensation strategies, base pay structure design, and the establishment and
use of a job worth hierarchy.

● Discuss how market pricing can support an organisation’s business strategy.

● Discover data sources, data collection options, salary survey formats and use of job matching.

● Learn how the data from salary surveys can help you develop the market rate
for benchmark jobs.

● Discuss the use of statistical analysis tools and aging, blending, weighting and slotting data.

● Learn how to handle exceptions or special situations.

●

Market Pricing — Conducting a Competitive 
Pay Analysis  Certification Exam C17/GR17

Find out how to communicate market pricing to upper management and your organisation

What You Will Learn

Total Rewards and the 

● The total rewards model
● Compensation philosophy and strategy
● Base pay structure design
● Job worth hierarchy

Market Pricing and Business 
Strategy

● Terminology
● Market pricing steps
● Market pricing — advantages and

disadvantages

Survey Data

● Data sources
● Data collection
● Salary formats
● Job matching

Collecting Survey Data

● Survey selection
● Data integrity
● Multiple survey sources
● Statistical data points
● Documentation

Utilising Survey Data

● Aging data
● Blending and weighting
● Regression
● Internal versus external equity
● Case study

● Total compensation
● Incentives

Communication

● Communication with upper management
● Organisation-wide communication
● Communication and survey sources

www.hkihrm.org
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What You Will Learn

● Globalisation
● The global business environment
● Total rewards

● Influences on total rewards
● The impact of culture and other

influences
● Rewards planning
● Global practices

Global Compensation Practices

● Elements and factors to consider in
compensation/remuneration

● Base pay delivery
● Variable pay delivery
● Executive compensation
●

● Compensation challenges

Global Benefits Practices

● Influences on global benefits
● Global benefits strategy
● Statutory and non-statutory benefits
● Cost of non-statutory benefit programmes
● Elements of benefits
● Social security
● Health care benefits
● Funding health and welfare benefits
● Retirement benefits
● Retirement benefit plans
● Other benefits
● Selection of benefits service providers

Work-Life, Performance and 
Recognition, Development and 
Career Opportunities

● Rewards in the global workplace
● Global performance management
● Impact on total remuneration

Managing International Assignments

● Definitions
● Evolution of international assignments
● International assignments
● Compensation systems
● Retirement issues
● Other issues

Cross-Border Mergers and 
Acquisitions

● Definitions of key terms
● Cross-border mergers and acquisitions
● The role of human resources
● The importance of culture
● Other global M&A issues
● Successful cross-border mergers and

acquisitions

International Remuneration — 
An Overview of Global Rewards 
Certification Exam GR7

Gain an overview of total rewards and its role within global organisations. Topics include the 

organisational and environmental complexities, a discussion of expatriate pay assignments, an analysis 
of the influence of governments on rewards practices and the role of total rewards within the overall 
global management of human resources.

●

●

●

● Learn approaches and issues associated with managing international assignments. 

●

Examine why companies globalise and the impact of it.

s
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Gain an introduction to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). This course teaches the basic 
principles and concepts of these important standards as they relate to the compensation professional’s 

finance departments in your company.

● Explore an overview of IFRS and the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).

● Understand the objectives of financial reporting and how to identify and work with key stakeholders.

● Determine how financial statements relate to your compensation and benefits work.

● Examine International Accounting Standard 19 (IAS 19) short- and long-term benefits, as well
as post-employment and termination benefits.

International Financial Reporting Standards 
for Compensation Professionals  Certification Exam T7

What You Will Learn

Introduction to IASB and IFRS

● The objectives of the IASB
● The structure of the standard setting

body and sub-committees
● The conceptual framework
● The IAS and IFRS standards

Objectives of Financial Reporting

● Relationship between the conceptual
framework and stakeholders

● Providing information to the
stakeholders of the organisation

Financial Statements

● Content of the key financial statements
● Statement of financial position, income,

other comprehensive income and cash
flows

● Notes accompanying the accounts

IAS 19 Purpose and Scope

● Concept of accrual accounting
● Basic principle to recognising benefits

in period earned, rather than when it is
paid or payable

IAS 19 Short-Term Employee Benefits

● Definition and types
● Benefits that accrue and do not accrue
● Profit sharing and bonus plans
● Accounting treatment for short-term

benefits with practical examples

IAS 19 Types of Post Employment 
Benefit Plans

● IAS 19 Features of a defined benefit plan
● Calculating the liability of a defined

benefit plan
● Accounting treatment of a defined

contribution plan
● Practical examples of treatment

IAS 19 Features of a Defined  
Benefit Plan

● Calculating the liability of a defined
contribution plan

● Methods of calculation including the
reliance on actuarial and financial
assumptions

● Discounted cash flow techniques and
issues, such as the appropriate discount
rate

IAS 19 Other Long-Term Benefits

● Accounting treatment of these benefits
● Benefits that are immediately expensed
● Benefits that are accrued

IAS 19 Termination Benefits

● Categories and conditions of benefits
that qualify

● Determination of the conditions for a plan
● Treatment of the benefits provision/

payments

www.hkihrm.org
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Whatever your training goals, HKIHRM can provide solutions 
anytime, anywhere. We’ll work with you to help assess your 
needs and determine how we can best meet both your business 

Start Now and Plan for Success

Take the first step and contact us today! 

Join us NOW!
The Professional Network for Senior Executives and HR Practitioners:
http://www.hkihrm.org/index.php/mb

learning@hkihrm.org

WorldatWork is the leading non-profit professional association in compen-
sation and total rewards. We serve those who design and deliver total 
rewards programmes to cultivate engaged, e�ecive workforces that power 
thriving organisations. We accomplish this through education and certifica-
tion; idea exchange; advocacy; and a�lation and networking. Founded in 
the United States in 1955, today WorldatWork serves total rewards profes-
sionals throughout the world working in organisations of all sizes and struc-
tures.

The Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource Management (HKIHRM) is 
the most representative human resource management professional body 
in Hong Kong. Established in 1977, the Institute has more than 5,300 mem-
bers, with 600 of whom being corporate members. We aim at developing, 
maintaining and enhancing professional standards in HR management, 
and increasing the value and influence of the HR profession. We organises 
multi-level training programmes, conducts surveys and shares professional 
intelligence.

About the Organisers

www.hkihrm.org

Enquiry:
learning@hkihrm.org

Ms Eva Chan
(852) 2837 3819
Mr Andy Wong 
(852) 2837 3825

www.hkihrm.org
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ENROLMENT  FORM 
Tel: (852) 2837 3819 / 3825      Email: learning@hkihrm.org 

Global Remuneration Professional (GRP) 

Venue:  HKIHRM, Suite 1503, 15/F, 68 Yee Wo Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong 
Language: English 

CPD: 14 hours 
per module 

Per Module: Classroom training plus 
binder and exam 

 Member: HK$10,000  Non-Member: HK$12,500 

Binder and exam  Member: HK$8,000  Non-Member: HK$10,000 

Time: Classroom Training 9:30 am – 5:30 pm (Lunch is not included) 

Examination 9:30 am – 12:30 pm 

Classroom 
Training 

Exam 

Group 
A1&2 

 GR1 Total Rewards Management 26 – 27 Mar 29 Mar 

 C3E Quantitative Principles in Compensation Management 9 – 10 Apr 12 Apr 

 GR3 Job Analysis, Documentation and Evaluation 6 – 7 May 10 May 

 GR4 Base Pay Administration and Pay for Performance 2 & 4 Jul 5 Jul 

 GR6 Variable Pay – Improving Performance with Variable Pay 9 – 10 Jul 12 Jul 

 C8 Business Acumen for Compensation Professionals 6 – 7 Aug 9 Aug 

 GR9 Strategic Communication in Total Rewards 13 – 14 Aug 16 Aug 

 GR17 Market Pricing – Conducting a Competitive Pay Analysis 26 – 27 Aug 30 Aug 

Group 
B1&3 

 GR7 International Remuneration – An Overview of Global Rewards 16 – 17 Jul 19 Jul 

 T7 International Financial Reporting Standards for Compensation Professionals 3 – 4 Sep 6 Sep 

Discount:   HKIHRM Coupon*: Save _______________ Total Amount: 

HK$____________ 

1   To complete for the GRP Certification, participant must pass all modules listed in Group A and Group B 
2   Completion of Group A modules can also be used towards the completion of the CCP Certification 
3   Group B modules are only applicable for completion towards the GRP Certification 
* Only one HKIHRM coupon is accepted on each enrolment and please indicate whichever (HK$100 / HK$150) applicable.

Company: 
Membership No: 
(if any) 

Name: Mr/Ms Job Title: 

Email: Contact No: 

The HKIHRM GRP/CCP Alumni will provide networking opportunities and latest market trends on compensation and benefits by email/post for 
participants. If you disagree to share your examination results and related information at WorldatWork with HKIHRM for verification on your eligibility 
to join the alumni, please indicate your objection by ticking the box. 

A. Payment Method
 Cheque: Mail a crossed cheque payable to "Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource Management Ltd" to “L&D Department, HKIHRM, Suite

1503, 15/F, 68 Yee Wo Street, Causeway Bay”. Post-dated cheques are not accepted. 
 Credit Card: Please complete the authorisation form below: 

Credit Card Type: VISA / Mastercard / American Express Expiry Date (MM/YY): 

Card Number: Amount (HK$): 

Name of Card Holder: Signature: 

B. Cancellation Policy

 HKIHRM reserves the rights to replace the speaker and/or cancel or alter, content, timing, and venue of the event, as well as to reject any 
enrolment for whatever reasons at any point in time.
 All participation fees are non-transferable and no refund will be granted on cancellation for any reasons. Also, no-shows will incur the full cost 

of enrolment.
 If Typhoon Signal No.8 or above or Black Rainstorm Warming is hoisted at or after 7:00 am, the scheduled event will be cancelled.
 If the event is cancelled due to any unforeseen circumstances such as bad weather or natural disaster, the HKIHRM is not responsible for 

any expenses incurred by the registrant. Notice of the reschedule arrangement will be sent out within a week.

C. Personal Data Collection Statement
1. Applicants' personal data is collected and kept for processing the application for course enrolment, admission, academic and related 

administration purposes. The data provided will be handled in accordance with the provisions of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance of 
the HKSAR.

2. The personal data provided in this form will be used by the Institute for direct marketing activities, including but not limited to the promotion 
(e.g. special offers and discounts) for HKIHRM events, activities, training programmes, awards, survey and other services that it may 
deploy. If you do not wish to receive such information as stated, please indicate your objection by ticking the box.  

I have read, understood and agreed to all details of the above terms and conditions. 

Signature of Participant:  Date: ______ 
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